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Ten-year-old William receives a wooden model of a medieval castle as a gift. It has everything he

could possibly want, right down to a miniature drawbridge, a portcullis and a silver knight. In this

enthralling story that weaves the everyday problems of growing up with magic and fantasy, the

castle introduces William to an adventure involving magic, a ferocious dragon, a wicked wizard, and

his own personal quest, where courage will finally triumph over fear.
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My 3rd grader told me all about this book that his teacher read to the class. He absolutely loved it,

so I bought it for him. Really great read for kids!

My daughter loves to read and loved this. She is begging for the next book. 3rd/5th grade



This book was a great read for our fourth graders! They loved it and so did the parents! We we are

going to purchase the sequel, and read it as a family.

I read this book to my 6 and 10 year old girls. They looked forward to story time and we eagerly

wondered what would happen to Mrs. Phillips, the White Knight, and William.I was left wondering,

though, if William imagined the entire story after Mrs. Phillips tried to board her bus?

After several attempts at fantasy novels, each of which left me unsettled, it was a relief to find this.

From beginning to end, you feel goodness surround you. And that's what I want from books. There's

enough in the world to create fear, so I don't need books to remind me of that. This book is a perfect

blend... a little evil, but everything else so full of love that there's no upset feeling. Bravo. Laura,

litkidz.com

My boy (9) picked this out. His teacher to help him enjoy reading (because he struggles with it) to let

him pick out a chapter book and me read it to him would be beneficial. So far, he loves this book

and we enjoy reading time together.

This book is great for girls or boys, its a fun adventure. I read it alone in 3rd grade and my 1st grade

nephew just finished it ( as a chapter a night bed time story read to him by his Mum) Its such an

exciting adventure- about as much fun as a book for a child can be. Some fantastic vocab words,

noting so challenging it would be too difficult for a 2nd to 5th grader depending on their reading

ability and attention span. Add it to your collection and it will certainly become a favorite.

Read this with my son 20 years ago. Just read again with a boy I tutor. Just as good the second

time around!
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